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Introduction 

Consistency of the aims and efforts dxpressed in programmes and plans of the 

development of a national economy and purposeful regional arrangement form an 

inseparable part of national economic planning and programming.  They are the 

most substantial part of regional planning.  Production location that is concerned 

with the branch viewpoints and needs and manifold conditions of individual regions 

as well is a complicated and exigent economic activity.  The correct exeoution of 

this work can benefit the producer and society as a whole.  It is necessary to 

follow all relations induced by a newly-located production plant in eaoh ragion and 

to evaluate these relations objectively. 

The theory and practice of national economic planning is continuously facing 

new problems and tasks.  The following study presents the basic criteria to 

approach the solution of problems on the basis of practice in national economic 

planning in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.  The main objective of this 

paper is to contribute to mutual recognition of efforts for the development of 

planning methods and management aotivity in the economic life of various countries 

wirth different sooio-economio orders. 

U      THE RELATION OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLAN TO THE 

DSmOPHENT OF DCONOUT IN REGIONS 

>tion of the problem 

The eoonooio development of a country is accompanied by the need to solve the 

problems related to the location •"  the eoonomy.  The degree of solution of 

location differs considerably in individual oountries or even in groups of 

oountrie».  In various socio-economic orders eoonomic laws operate in different 

ways| their influence on the production process as a whole varies also. 

In centrally-planned economies the possibilities for the solution of questions 

related to the location of the eoonomy are favourable because the State oontrols 

the planned management of the entire eoonomy and employs it to the benefit and 

satisfaction of the interests of sooiety as a whole.  In market economies there is 

a vast scope of interests and goals which cannot always be harmonised. 
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The difference in the possibilities to solve problems related to the aohieve- 

ment of consistency between a national plan and regional looation plans is due to 

the character of the development of the national economy of a country estimated 

from the point of view of whether planned management of national eoonomy is 

involved or not. 

A scientifically-planned economy is one that develops according to a 

programme drawn up in advance rationally utilizing all possibilities and means 

available for this purpose.  A scientifically-planned economy not only oonsiders 

all spheres of the production prooess such as manufacturing, distribution, exohauge 

and consumption, but also all aspects of material, labour, costs, sectorial and 

territorial planning and the time aspect as well. 

The criteria for a planned economy must then have these features» 

(a) Proportional development on the basis of socially-oonsoious planned 
activity of the people; 

(b) Consideration of all spheres of the production processi 

(o) Developments for the interest of society as a whole with an aim to 
continuously raise the living standards - both material and cultural* 

Regional looation of production is an inseparable part of eoonomic planning 

in the development of a national economy.  The position of regional planning in 

tha complex system of the development of a national economy, especially the 

looation of industry - technically and economically the most progressive sector of 

a national economy - becomes an inseparable part of a national eoonomic plan and 

one of its most important aspects.  The degree of consistency between a national 

eoonomic plan and regional location plans - especially where industry is 

concerned - is dependent upon the degree of planned management of the production 

process of the society. 

The neoessary starting point is the development of production.  Change» of 

proportions in the national economy as a whole are reflected in the proportions of 

various groups, branches and industries in one region or another, and in the 

proportions among individual rogions of the oountry.  Correct relationships 

between branches and industries within eaoh region and the creation of missing 

links or the fortification of backward links in regions has an extraordinary 

importance not only for the development of a given region but for the eoonomy of 

the entire country. 
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To secure proper regional  location of production meant, to ensure harmonised 

development of all branches  of national economy  in regione and the creation of 

correct proportions in the development of the vjhole economy and cuLture.       Correct 

proportions contribute to a maximum degree  to  the effectiveness of the development 

of national economy and help to create conditions necessary for the development  of 

higher living standards.       To  reach such proportions it is necessary to start with 

the possibilities and necessities of the national economy and the possibilities of 

rational exploitation of natural and economic conditions of each region.      This 

information becomes the basis  for regional  planning of the economy and within its 

framework the contents of regional location plans are formed. 

Proportional development  of all regions of a country does not mean a simple 

arithmetical balance,  for example,  of the rate of growth of industrial production, 

structure of industrial production and level of the population's income. 

Proportional development of all regions of a country signifies a proper division 

of labour among individual  regions of the country and the most purposeful 

harmonized development of individual branches in the regions.      This is achieved 

by preferential development of those branches and industries of national economy in 

regions that have optimal conditions for their development.      These conditions can 

be of natural or economic character.      To ensure the most purposeful growth of 

national economy,  it is necessary for each region to utilize to a maximum 

degree - but rationally from the point of view of the society - all resources 

available  in its territory.       The economy of all  regions can then develop in a 

rising curve even if. it  is not  possible - or even purposeful - at a uniform pace. 

At the same time it is necessary to continue the effort to gradually eliminate 

substantial economic differences among regions. 

While ensuring regional proportionality in the development of a national 

eoonomy,  it is not only a matter of proportion in the economic development of the 

regions themselves, but it  is a matter of proportion that will bring about purpose- 

ful exploitation of natural and economic conditions for all regions by means of 

exploitation of national wealth, natural and financial resources,  the labour force, 

and all other resources and interrelationships. 

The principal relationship of a national plan and regional location plans is 

one of basic proportions of national economy in the territorial aspect of indi- 

vidual regions and among the regions mutually.       It is a matter of comprehensive 
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plane of economic development of regions with a mutually harmonized development of 

industrial and agricultural production,  transportation and building,  for example, 

trade and commerce,   cultural,  educational and sanitary facilities and housing 

projects and the solution of such problems as water-supply« 

The location of production,  one of the substantial proportions of economic 

development  in regions,   muct be examined comprehensively from the point of view 

of development of production in regions and their territory relationships.      Such 

examination is necessary to express the conditions and costs connected with the 

implementation of regional location plans. 

The conception of these questions quite logically leads to the term,  complex 

economic development of regions,  the substance of which is often theoretically 

over-valued but at the same time only partially understood. 

Complex economic development of regions can be understood as the proportional 

development of (a) a complex of branches of a national economy, that is,  oertain 

parts of the productive sphere;    and (b) the necessary complex of branches of the 

non-productive sphere. 

The complex economic development of a region   has individual links forming 

the base of the proportional development of its economy.      It is possible to 

analyse these links and to determine the proportions of development, of a region 

and the position of its economy in the national economic system. 

Experience shows that certain general principles are valid for practical 

application in proper location of production.      Economic aotivity may be sub- 

ordinated to practical application according to specific conditions in each 

country.      These principles are generally valid even though only one of them may 

be acoentuated in each country at a certain stage of development. 

The general principles have been developed from the fact that the rational 

location of production in the regions of a country can only be considered 

reasonable if favourable conditions are created fort 

(a) The growth of social productivity of labour; 

(b) The rational exploitation of all resources of a country euoh as 
natural wealth,  labour and financial resources; 
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(c)    The solution of socio-political problems connected with overeo;,- 
economie backwardness avi conspicuous difference,  in   iivill., .;t^,rt. 
ox  the population.       (The baclrwardneor. 0/ certain  U rritoriaJ Z      t 
must be solved by the  Mate through an effective  rc,-xou;.l   Jolici. ) 

These general principles  of  location of production expre,, not onl.y  thr   -oalr 

of practical activity but alno  the mam principles  that reprint   the  point  of   ' 

departure for the achievement  of consistency between the national econome plan ,nd 
regional location plans. 

llll^Tn^^' " ^^^^ic P1—^ and the enourin« of ^^,, 

Consistency between the national economic  plan and regional  industry jocrtion 

Plans from the viewpoint of the principle, and the criteria mentioned require, an 

organizational structure of national economy as a „hole and mana~in^ and planning 

authorities which together aerve this purpose to the bent advantage. 

To ensure economic proportionality i„ the development of a national economy 
requires: 

(a) eva!uauSnenÍ S" T ^ eC°n0I¡iÍC bran°heG °f the natio•3   ec•<>^, 
Za Itili dlÍÍ6/°íe 0f neCt0rS'  PlanS f0r the ^ili^ation of 1..W, and other detailed planning prepared by a etate planning commission; 

(b) centrarorL1!^,8'01, >ndivifal  fanche3 ^ industries worked out by 
central organizations  (ministries) and their subordinate organizations; 

(0)    Development plans for economic activities of regional,   district 
municipal and local administrations. '  ai3triC"» 

The comprehensive development  man of a national economy is thus formed,  apart 

from the basic economic balances,  by a combination of comprehensive development 

plane for all economic branches and industries according to their organizational 

structure and according to the development plans of the regional branches. 

In planning practice the organizational structure is expressed in the so-called 

two linee of planning (even if several planning levels are involved)» 

(a) bedash  °f eCOn0mi° activity bv ce^ral organizations (branch planning 

(b) lìl^S of economic activity by regional organizations (local, municipal, 
district and regional). *H«M 
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In the system of national economic planning the branch principle prevails and 

will continue to do so.  7nin principle does not offer a true image of its 

feasibility because the verification of regione] possibilities cannot be realized. 

That is why an examination of .'. c  regional aspects of the development of indi- 

vidual brancher» and industrien ^O¡¿OB into the picture.  Consistency of purpose of 

a national econome piar, and re^iona' location plane may he assured by: 

(a) Profitable division of labour, to ensure regional proportionality 
of economic plane on all levels of management and planning; and 
to ensure clone mutual co-operation to determine the duties and 
liabilities for procuring basic data; 

(b) Establishing specific responsibilities for subordinated organizational 
units euch as oranoh ¡.lanagemen t s, branch enterprises and research and 
project insti tu'» es; 

(c) The creation of p system of methods by means of indexes, of economic 
and financial instruments of planning documentation to study economic 
phenomena, to eetabliuh production location and ensure economic and 
culturel development of the regione in accordance with their specific 
cone'it ionb¡ 

(d) The determination of appropriate economic and financial instruments 
to ensure regional proportionality organs. 

Sconoeic territorial division of the country 

To eneure advantageous location of industry in accordance with the national 

economic plan, it in  necessary to divide the state into units in which the planned 

management of national economy from the territorial viewpoint would be possible« 

These territorial units should correspond to beat advantage to the requirements of 

the study ana the e::preosion of economic and natural phenomena. 

Such a division of the country into regions according to economic and natural 

conditions determines the participation of the regions in the division of labour 

and creates favourable preconditions for the planned establishment of proportions 

on the basis of rational exploitation of resources. 

Natural and economic conditions in individual parts of the itate vary greatly 

with the consequence of substantially different regional units linked by a 

rational division of labour. 
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The division of the county into regona can then  be carried out as described 
in the following: 

(a) Economic regions arc created according to economic and natural 
conditions and  these  re-iono are used exclusively for the Golutior 

of questions related to  the  implementation cf regional  olan- of     ' 
production location       These regions usually  have no directivo 
cef^lW    th|L «*ivxt;, conceminj taeir development is carried out 

rty'n 
r°G1Cn"1   l0Cati0n plans are i!ien «°*ed out according to tnese economic rcjioiu-, ^'o 

(b) ^r the necessity or ror.-ns out the idioma location olans too 
admxni.trative division of the country (regions, districts, nuniox- 

otv      or Tfl°Ti^ fl^-     ^ ***** °f UeinS the •A^liSativ. OiviBion of the atLte for t.le necessities of regional planning lies  in 
he ;aot that many directive and plannin, bodies are o£gani=ef accord- 

ing to t.,e reeior.?.l ,=poct of the development of national econor-    • 
it 18 poBÇiblo to organize co-operation amont' lower plannin- Mie- 

c^LtTine;%oe
h
dlViST °l P,jbli° ~«-l»i«t»ti« of înAt    ' 

^LthrÄ—LSrLfa^flon ^1^1^ " 

StateéfÌ„0treliodner:10Pnent °f *"" —national fu^tion'of'ìhc 

The suitable division of the otate into smaller units in which it is possible 

to «amine all areas of operation i» one of the conditions needed for the achieve- 

—t of the necessary consistency between the national pi«, and regional nation 

plans.      Such a territorial division of the country not only helps to solve 

economic proMems most effectively but brings about a comprehensive cultural 
development of all regions. 

The merger of centres into larger territorial units differs according to 

their problems.      It is difficult to solve the balances and distribution of man- 

power but it is necessary to work out such balances not only for districts and 

«gions but m relation to principal economic centres and transportation faciliti... 

For ensuring the regional aspect of the development of a national economy,   it 

i. useful to examine a whole oyete, of basic data and analyses according to properly 

chosen territorial units (regions) „hich „ill differ from each other in extent and 
intensity of their natural and economic conditions. 
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The economic region is therefore a general denomination of various types of 

territorial units.      In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic the public adminis- 

tration division of the State has created the basic regions for which economic 

plans are drafted.      Slovakia represents a territorial unit within the framework 

of a united Czechoslovak econonj   in which there are specific economic and political 

aims and a national development and historical background different from the 

regions of Bohemia and îîoravia. 
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II.       CgWSISTIgJCX .ICTKLSff PJXJIONAT, LQÇATTQM PT,¿¡Jc 

AHDJM-NATIQNAL BCONOFTTC  PT.A;: 

The achieved of consistency between regnal locaUon plans and the national 

•    Plan as an insepa^e ^ or the ,hole process of plafmed ^e ont o 
national economy is realized in five basic phases: 

(a) Collection of data; 

(b) Analysis of data collected ; 

(C)   ÄalSS?*    8eUÍnS °f t£8k8' *•*«—«« of intente 

(d)    fulfilment ,f tasks under operational management; 

(«)    Pinal control. 

Coll«otjt,p of fot. 

I*, banning of the procese of plann«, «nagent is the collection of euch 

«.ta a. the coition of the national econoay, the level of productive force., the 

•tat. of exploitation of natural resources of the country and the influence of 

».Uonal and international political factors on the development of the national 

•conos*,      ft. collection of such data f• the regional aspect has a decisive 
influence on the detection of a Btartlng basi8> ^ a eatimtim of ^ 

trends and tendencies of development in regional location. 

Analysis of data 

The analysis of data collected ,„<»» „g^, ls th, |Km| ^ of ^ 

process of aanageaent.      Careful analyse« contribute toi 

W   S^nîrin^Snsr " Ín<UVÍdUal ^^""^ *** ^ 1-i*1*"»1 

0>)    Det«raination of the decisive links and activities   and int.«^-,i.+4««. 
aaon« individual phenomena in the regions; ' interrelations 

(0)    ^íftíit0n °f Conclu8ion8 **** Motors influencing the development 
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From the regional aspect, thorough scientific analyses of the contemporary 

state of location and analyses of natural and economic conditions of individual 

regions must be regarded au the most important fundamental data at this phase of 

management. 

It is purposeful to elaborate these analyses at the beginning of the work on 

a long-term prognosis of the development of a national economy.  They are of a 

two-fold character and they are uorked out along two lines - branch and regional« 

Central branch organi: work out, with the help of their research and project 

institute, the analyses of the present development and the state of production 

location in individual industries, development tendencies and the scientific and 

technical developments of industries and their influence on the further develop- 

ment of production location. 

The regional organs work out summary analyses of the achieved degree of 

development and the exploitation of natural and economic conditions of individual 

regions* 

On the basis of these analyses and its own data and information and studies, 

the planning centre determines: 

(a) The possibilities of further exploitation of natural and economic 
conditions of individual regions; 

(b) The factors which can accelerate, decelerate or even limit the 
development of production in the regions; 

(c) The main changes in production location which may be expected in 
the coming years as a consequence of present or already started 
development and as a consequence of the development of new techniques 
or other development tendencies or targets; 

(d) The problems to be solved. 

The basic data for these analyses can be divided into such categories asi 

data about natural conditions and raw materials and emergency resources (the 

possibilities of their exploitation and the time when it will be possible to start 

to exploit these resources); data about demographic development and structure of 

the population; the location of industrial and agricultural production; produc- 

tion and consumption relations v:ithin each region and among regions; and trans- 

portation data. 
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The data should be ussclc i'or perspective plana, tho raterial clear, of 

simple construction and with jraplñn and cartographic annexe,.  This basic 

material must be available to the decisis l^uxh and regional planning bodies. 

The development and +ho pre-t'.rr*ir.atvn -• industrial location in the Czecho- 

slovak Socialist Republic and ,he basic tendencies of influence must be rejected 

to a large extent in further plins of re-ional location c~r  production.  That ir 

the case of the CzechosloveJr Socialist '»pullic at present, where the five-year 

plan 1966-1970 is being completed and where a Icng-term projection for fifteen to 

twenty years is being prepared.  The .onctions arriad at on the bc.sis of the 

analyses which could be applied to a number of industrially-de-eloped countries 

can be characterized as: 

(a) The present development of Czechoslovak economy demanded high 
exploitation of conditions and resources and utilization of already 
existing productive fixed assess for -he achievement of more regular 
location of tue production so that the future development of national 
economy and witn it the production location will be influenced by the 
degree of exploitation of these conditions for economic development, 
economic relations within the regions and anon.- themselves have raun and 
become significantly more intricate; 

(t) Under the necessity to increase economic effectiveness through inten- 
sification and through the realisti• of necessary structural changos, 
especially m manufacturing industries, strong tendencies will lead to 
the situation that under these conditions the increase of production 
will occur iznüer farther concentration of oroduction in !:ey piarte, 
branches and industries; " 

(c) The location of new productive capacities in a number of branches, 
. especially m rnanuiacturir.ô ind^trios, has to be secured - while 

observing the princi -lea of social effectiveness - in such a .manner 
that it might oe possible to utilize manpower resources available 
in certain regions: 

(d) The necessary process of reconstruction and modernization of 
productive fixed assets ci a number of branches will have an out- 
standing regional character.  It is indisputable that the needs of 
complex development of  the regions vili become also an important 
condition in decision-making on the order and significance of 
reconstruction and modernization of exislin? productive fixed assets 
{the problem of the reconstruction of productivo fixed assets in 
Bohemian regions :.n districts and branches industrialized in the epoch 
of the primary industrial revolution); 
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(e) The procese of production concentration and specialization started 
already in many industries (engineering, te::tile and garments 
industries, and foodstuffB) brings neu regional problème in the 
organization of full exploitation of new productive fixed assets, 
in the growth of neu end i/iore complicated co-operation relations and 
in the probiens of reserve lVoour opportunities in localities vrith old 
productive capacities liquidated; 

(f) Development of agriculture demands ;. solution not only for the 
selection of land suitable for intensive development in individual 
regions but the solution of a whole set of problems of outstanding 
regional character brought to life by the introduction of wholesale 
production in this sector. 

(g) The organization of cr.rgo transport in national economy as a whole 
will require a strict observation of regional aspects in the location 
of productive forces; 

(h) The direction of the flow of supplies resulting from the developed 
international socialistic division of labour (coal, iron ore, oil, 
gas) became a new factor in more rational and effective location of 
productive forces,  Tnis led to the creation of new industrial 
regions (Bratislava, Ko£ice) where an extensive construction of new 
productive capacities of a series of basic industries is under way 
(metalworking, chemistry and engineering); 

(i) The development of production occurs under continuously deteriorating 
conditions as far as water-supply for industry, agriculture and 
population is concerned.  The maintenance of water in the region is 
manifested by good care of forests and the avoidance of pollution. 

(j) It is necessary, more now than ever, to connect the gradual solution 
of housing problems together with the elimination of backwardness in 
technical and civic undertakings. 

The preceding survey, which 3îiould serve for basic orientation only, shows 

that these and other circumstances have their influence on the development of the 

economy as a whole and quite urgently require a sensitive solution in regional 

distribution and location. 

Decision-caking? setting of tasks, déterminâtion of instruawiti and OflwdiUon« 

The third principal phase of planned management of national economy and of 

its regional aspect of development is decision-making* setting of tasks, deter- 

mination of instruments and conditions for their implementation. 
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Economic decision-making --otultc fron the analyses ,md studios carried out, 

from the goals of economic dcvelopnen,, from the determination of direction and 

pace of this development, fron the ¡^aeic prorations of the development and the 

determination of means for itu realization.  The ba^ic instrument of the ;nanago- 

ment and thus of dociaion-mn!:ir:.:.- is the national economic plan ac a cenerai con- 

ception of economic development giving tha proper orientation to each enterprise 

as a part of the national economy.  The plan must represent the binding frame- 

work of the economic policy of the state, specially through oontrally-directed 

financial credit, inooree and price policies  National economic plan and 

measuree token by the State in thin respect have to detemine concrete tasks of 

units that are the bearers of economic activity. 

Decision-making should be considered the main phase of the process of 

management in the field of regional planning- and the choice of indicators and 

instruments should be subject to it. 

fulfilment of taaks and operational management 

The fulfilment of the plan and the realization of economic tasks occur under 

ever-changing conditions.  In the fulfilment of the plan itself unforeseen cir- 

cumstances, unsatisfactory MOTZ,  the influence of foreign trade, and changes in 

international relations, can change the economic relations in future development 

and consequently influence investment activity and the development of the labour 

supply. 

It is therefore necessary to adjust or to modify the cot economic tasks 

aooording to influences and to -'o so on the basis of influences on operational 

management of economic administration. 

The control of the fulfilment of the taske by the managing organs which closes 

the process of rnnagement is very important.  lihile controlling the fulfilment of 

the development plan of national economy from the regional viewpoint it is necessary 

to oonoentrate on the principle of the main ] ink, to direct the attention to tho 

main link of the national economia plan, to regions and tasks v/hich can influence 

in a decisive wanner the goals and development of the national economy. 
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It is obvious that it is necessary to establish a system of indicators and 

controls for this purpose.  As individual changes occurring in the regional 

production location usually have a long cycle, it is not necessary to execute 

the control of the fulfilment of the plan in this field at short-time intervals: 

semi-annual and annual controls arj usually sufficient.  In some economic 

activities the time period can be oven longer. 

The control should be based on the data of statistical services whioh should 

organize their work also in relation to regional problems. 
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III.  ORGANIZATIONAL FORiiS OF PLANN3D i"AKAG3i:KT 

The solution of the problems related to the realization of economic plans 

from the regional viewpoint demands effective organizational formo. 

In the system of planned management of  national economy the basic condition 

for the solution of the regional aspect of the development of national economy 

|      is the creation of relations of the planning centre with central branch and 

j     industrial organs and regioral organs.—' ?rom this aspect it is necessary to 

j      create the conditions for the elaboration of the draft of the plan in individual 

j     branches of the national economy (the co-operation of central branch and indus- 

l trial organs and enterprises with regional organs). These relations create the 

j     organizational conditions for the estimation of proportions in the development 

j     of economy managed b;y the centre and economies managed by regional units. 

The determination of basic proportions in economic development of regions 

and proportions among regions and the use of economic instruments must be 

organized by central authorities. The regional aspect of the development of a 

national economy is therefore directed and centrally co-ordinated by the planning 

centre (in the CSSR the State Planning Commission). For this purpose it elabor- 

ates the analysis and the principal evaluation of the existing state of exploit- 

ation of natural and economic conditions of individual regions and works out the 

basic proposals for effective exploitation. 

On the basis of these analyses and considered lines of development of the 

national economy, it proposes the basic long-term directions and aims of the 

development of individual regions consistent with the needs of further develop- 

ment of productive and non-productive spheres and presents these proposals to 

the Government for approval as a part of a comprehensive draft of the national 

plan. Ministries and other central units, branch managements and association 

enterprises! and regions are informed of these directions and aims. The 

proposals of the centre are then confronted with the technical-economic studies 

worked out for the development of individual branches from the viewpoint of 

economic needs and retirements. On the basis of these confrontations, basic 

long-term directives and aims are set. 

_JL/ In CSSR the law emphasizes the highly responsible role of national commit- 
tees - organs of popular administration - while securing the harmonious 
complex development of national economy in regions administered by them 
and irrespective of the subordination of economic activities in the regions. 
In this sense the term "regional organs" is used in the text. 
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The planning cantre har a special department of regional proportionality 

which organizan the elaboration and application of appropriate economic and 

financial instrumente. Thone form part of the whole economic system which leads 

to the ensuring of regional proportionality. 

The planning centre then proposes a general system for: co-ordinating the 

co-operation of ministries, central unite, branch managements and regional units 

for material and organisational problems of production location and economic 

development of regions; co-operation of central statistical unitB to determine 

the extent of accounting and statistics necessary and presentation of suggestions 

for scientific research in the field of these problems. 

Central and branch units -^ork out calculations and analyses for the develop- 

ment and changes in location of the economy they manage from the viewpoint of 

the location of production, fixed ansets and basic co-operation relationships. 

The development of branch industries in regions usually are formed by* 

(a) The conception of location of a productive-technical and development- 
research basis in the regions based on existing location and maximum 
exploitation of existing capacities; 

(t) Classification of organizational units, enterprises, plants, works in 
regions, i.e. the division of individual enterprises, plants and works 
into categories of development units, stabilized units, units for 
liquidation, expected changes in the utilization of productive capaci- 
ties, etc.; 

(c) The conception of the organization of the production of the branch in 
the region, i.e. especially the problems of concentration, specializ- 
ation and combination of productions with respect to customer-supplier 
relations and co-operation relations and the conception of the develop- 
ment of technical level of production; 

(d) The conception of the development of the production of individual 
branches and industries in regions on the basis of the coverage of 
economic needs; 

(e) The utilization of economic instruments for ensuring long-term concep- 
tion of the development of production of individual branches and 
industries consistent with regional proportionality. 

Regional units are the necessary organizational components to solve regional 

problems in the development of the national economy and they should ensure the 

full economic aspect of the development of regions. 

In accordance with the needs of the national economy on the basis of instruc- 

tions from the planning centre and the Government, regional units can ensure the 



most purposeful utilisation of nntural  ana economie eondj t tor..-   •;' n>'; >iu    mi  t itr- 

correct  consistency of development and   location or tin   eoonem;.   •uir.ir.ii-toT-.vi an>l 

planned by local organs with the  location and .lewlopn.ent of a oer-trall^-mana/eai 

economy.    They must estimate  the development  of proportions  and relation:-,   it. the 

complex economic development  of regionu,  rmallcr territorial  unite,   industrial 

agglomérations and large oitier. 

Regional units must work out  comprehensive  drafts of  Ihe plane nf emnotme 

development of the regions on the barin of directives  from the planning eer;tr< , 

their own basic data, data from the branch and industrial managing orgaiu- an<i 

their subordinated unite, communi tice,   municipalities and dirtrictr  for enter- 

prises administered by  them,   and precent them to  the planning centre.     Tnir 

comprehensive draft becomes a basic document  for the management   >f ec-momr ac- 

tivity. 

The suggestiono of regional units  for better utilisât LOI, of natural and 

economic conditions of the regions and how to arrive at interregional proportions 

and how to utilize economic instruments become a part of the draft of the plan. 
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I". /if: îirAL   \i,?ZCT OF r;TlJlT:iL  .JCJÎPIT 

Airo PL/ij-::*i?;o DOCuiiNTATior 

The system of national economic   indicators,   economic instrumente,  planning 

methods and procedures and documentation help co develop the regional aspect of 

a national economy.    To fulfil   ils   mis.non the  system mist  respect  individual 

conditions of branches,  industries  and regions in such a way that the specific 

features are observed ara brxu? about unified activity. 

System of indicators 

The system of economic indicators in the field of regional planning is a 

verbal expression and numerical determination of the quantitative contents and 

qualitative relatione of one aspect  of the reproduction process - the regional 

aspect.    This system should: 

(a) Determine the b.xsic relations and the degree of utilization of natural 
and economic conditions of* the regions; 

(b) Estimate and determine the main changes in production location ard the 
basic proportions of the aconomic development of regions, mainly the 
proportions in the development of productive and non-productive spheres, 
between the development of industry and agriculture, between the need 
of construction work ard th3 capacity of building industries, between 
the resources and need of manpower, and between incomes and expendi- 
tures of the tjopulaiion; 

(e)    Estimate ana determine interregional proportions in the development of 
production-,  transportation and housing; 

(d) Carry out balance and unifying of works needed to ensure regional pro- 
portions of manpowert  invesuiaeiiï construction, water supply administra- 
tion, transporc  and incomes and expenditures of the population; 

(e) Estimate the economic effectiveness of proposed solutions; 

(f) Create conditimi for organizations at the branch and regional manage- 
ment  levels to collect data on responsibilities. 

The system of indicators can be divided into two basic groups: 

(a) Indicators which become the subject of co-ordination in individual 
regions such as the indicators of the plan of labour, investment activ- 
ity, construction work, transport, water supply administration, housing 
projects,  educational,  cultural and recreational facilities; 

(b) Indicators that  ostiniate  and determine the pace of development of the 
economy in regions, the development of living standards, the state and 
degree of the utilization of natural wealth and the state and develop- 
ment of the location of production branches and industries.    Together 
with the first group, these indicators estimate basic regional propor- 
tions. 
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Both groups of regional  indicators form an inseparable part of the method 

of instructions issued by the  planning centre for drawing up the plant; f-jr 

regional and branch organizations. 

The indicators listed in the annex are used in national economic plans 

^specially for the five-year period) for the examination and determination of 

regional proportionality in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 

Economic instruments 

Economic instruments are also an important  factor in the system of methods. 

Following the basic principle,  economic and financial instruments do not work 

against the main demands of society in production location. 

Even if the basic instrument of the management  of the regional aspect of the 

development of a national economy is the plan with its basic goals, ways and 

means,  another instrument of management has to be seen in a purposeful connexion 

of the plan with the market mechanism. 

The utilization of economic instruoents must be determined in such a manner 

that they work as an attractive force or a brake in the intentions of plants and 

enterprises.    Their determination must then respect the fact that economic 

processes in regions and localities demand the expenditure of certain means of 

society (induced investment) and as a consequence the development plants and 

enterprises and investors must participate in teros proportional to their own 

development.    The effectiveness of the location of investment  from the point of 

view of the costs for society is thus ensured. 

The basis for the determinación of economic instruments to ensure the 

regional aspect of the development of a national economy is the analysis of the 

development of the economy in regions.     It is determined by a long-term (five- 

year) plan indicating problem areas and basic goals. 

Economic (financial) instruments can be divided into positively stimulating 

economio instruments, and limiting economic instruments.    Some examples are given 

below. 

Positively stimulating economic instruments; 

(a)    Subsidies from the State for partial coverage of investment costs of 
the investors.    The subsidies can be a fixed per cent of the budget 
cost of the investment (e.g.  15,1 of the total budget cost) or a per 
cent limit (e.g.  5 to 2%o of budget investment cost when giving 
preference to certain industries), that is,  for regions and localities 
which would be determined by the Government for a longer planning 
period,  such as a five-year period; 
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(b) Reduction in the per cent of conti i but ione  (taxes) payable from the 
productive and non-productive fixed acsetc  to  level out the increased 
operational coets  of tnc enterpriser  in special  cases and regions 
determined try the -T/vernment.    The enterprises  and plants would pay the 
contribution (tax)  fren, fixed assets  in specified regions or specified 
branches accordìi-.* t-   3. reduced  percentage ^ate  (reduction by V^) and 

for a certain period   after beii\~ put   into operation (3 to 5 years) or 
for the period of the necessary- trial-run of the oroduction; 

(c) Credit preference and eventually a reduced interest rate on the credit 
granted - a certain percentage cut set in advance for investment oper- 
ations in selected   r<v-ionn,  industries and activities. 

Limiting economic instruments influence organisations which plan the devel- 

opment of production and investment activity  in regions with intricate technical 

and territorial probler.s, especially manufacturing industries that do not require 

a location related to a raw material base or some specific natural condition. 

iconopic instruments; 

(a) The increase of ;he raten of contribution (taxes) from the fixed assets 
of newly constructed production capacities for a certain time since the 
start of production  (l/3 of the ra-e).    The resources gained in this 
manner can become a resource for the administration in districts, muni- 
cipalities and localities or they can be used for subsidies for the 
promotion of economically less developed regions; 

(b) The determination of additional contributions (taxes) from gross income 
or profit for a certain period after the start of the operation of 
production organizations which can be passed to the State budget or to 
local administration budgets; 

(c) The determination of fees in the case of newly started constructions, 
where the basis v/ould be a percentage from the price of the realised 
investment to the State budget or to the local administration budget; 

(d) The introduction of an economic instrument to direct the develoyeent 
and proportions in regional distribution and utilization of manpower 
resources.    The utilization of this instrument can be bound to the ex- 
tent of the totil of wages paid out  in enterprises and plants (e.g.  2^) 
in relation to the increment of workers in comparison with the preced- 
ing period (e.":,  a year).    This additional fee (tax) can be determined 
only for the regions and localities v;here there are larger differences 
between the resouicas and demands for manpower,  eventually differen- 
tiated to ensure a purposeful development of the structure of workers 
in relation to resources (men-women) and where the society does not 
have any interest  in further concentration of production and population 
to a few industrial agglomerations anti* tfSnts trtr Boive furtheTMlocUtion 
of industry from the political-social aspects.    The aira of the applica- 
tion of this instrument is to lead the producers of the given region to 
use progressive technical solutions in production to save labour and 
thus to ensure the planned result in the production increase. 
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The utilization of economic  instruments  for «insuring the regional  aspect of 

the development  of a national economy  is an important link in the achievement of 

consistency in the national economic plan era  ir. rejional  industrial  production 
location plans. 

Kinde of plans 

The long-term perspective plan for the development of a country worked out 

for a period of ten or even 15 to  20 years car. cover the problems of production 

location to a full extent.     On the basis of the evaluation of natural conditions, 

the perspective plan can contain the tasks for:    the solution of complex econoaic 

problems in regions,  the preparation of large territories for industry or agri- 

culture, the exploitation of natural resources such as mineral wealth,  the 

orientation of agricultural production,   and the creation of pre-conditi, on s for 

industrial processing.    The  long-term plan can assess in the best manner the need 

for and the consistency of production in the non-productive sphere, the conception 

of housing construction and the construction of civic and technical facilities. 

The tasks in regional location of production (enterprises or plants) resulting 

fro« the stato of production location in individual regions are preceded by basic 

studies from the planning centre. 

In preliminary technical-economic studies for the development of branches, 

it   is possible to assess the effectiveness, needs and demands of branches while 

locating them in regions.    The determination of technology for the development of 

industries is one of the basic factors connected with regional problems. 

Perspective plans worked out,   for example,  for a five-year period must 

gradually bring to a realization    he intentions for production location contained 

in a long-terra plan.     Perspective plans  include a more detailed consideration of 

regions than is possible in a long-term plan.    They estimate the demands for 

production in relation to conditions of space and time and they include a selec- 

tion of location variants.    They estimate in detail  the relationship between 

primary industries and manufacturing industries. 

Perspective plans are worked out for individual years of a given period in 

a manner which enables mutual co-ordination of time and planned action in 

regions. 

In year plans the questions of regional development and production location 

are «entioned only.    Year plane are important  instruments for the realization of 

regional intentions and for divulging existing or future partial disproportions 

in regions which have not yet been recognized in cet ail. 
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The system of national  economic plane used at present  in the Czechoslovak 

Socialist  Republic givee every possible opportunity  for efforts to reach the con- 

sistency of the interests of the economy as a t.'hcle with the interests   in re-ions 

in production location.    The taslct of individual plans of this system are expressed 

in their specific methodology so toat the solution of regional problems night be 

worked out gradually and concrttel::. 

.lutual co-operation of planning bodies 

If a plan is to  fulfil   its   r^le in the realization of objectives  for the 

development of the economy,   the necessary co-operation of the managing unite must 

be achieved at all stages of the national economic piar, (irrespective of its kind) 

in a time continuancy that will enable the units to  fulfil their functions. 

After the determination and issuance of the directives for the drawing up of 

a plan by the planning centre (Government) or in the period of preparations of 

perspective conceptions,  it   is necessary to ensure that the branch units (minis- 

tries, association enterprises and branch management s ) present their projects 

within the determined scope of regional indicators both to the planning centre and 

to regional units as v.-ell. ' '    ' 

The regional units should participate directly at  the preparation of the plan 

as they influence it.    On the basis of their ovm data and the data of the branches, 

they work out the drafts for the development of the econon\y and culture in regions 

and present them to the regional units of the planning centre.    It ìB necessary 

to make the results of negotiations between branch and regional organs an insepar- 

able part of the planning documentation. 

The planning centre has then at its disposal the drafts of the plan of the 

branch units with certain basic data about the regional location of production 

and regional complex drafts of the development of the whole economy on the ter- 

ritory of the regions including the results of negotiations between these units. 

The planning centre should be informed of the details of contradictions between 

units.    It is at this moment of the process of the creation of a national economic 

plan that the closest consistency with the regional aspects of realization is 

reached from the methodological point of view. 

On the basis of the data mentioned and its own material, the planning centre 

should discuss the contradiction of aims between branch and regional units, work 

out the final draft of the plan of regional location of the economy as an insepar- 

able part of the comprehensive national economic plan, and determine the basic 

goals and tastes in thie field. 
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The comprehensive national economic plan (including the regional aspect) 

must be approved by the Uo verneint.     In the Czechoslovak Socialist  Republic the 

Government  and the national Assembly approve the basic goals and tasks in order 

for the development of the national  economy to become a  law. 

The regional aspect of development 

The method of the main  link belongs to the basic methods of work in the 

field of regional problems.    Usually,  the whole complex of economy in regions, 

specialization and position of regions  in the national economy are examined by 

this method. 

The decisive factor in complex economic development of regions is represented 

by the fields of production which establish the position of a region and its 

specialization.    These are the specializations which will bring about the most 

rapid development of the productive  forces of the entire State  from the viewpoint 

of the most effective utilization of local conditions, material and manpower. 

The degree of specialization of production can be expressed by the share of 

the total production of all branches in the regions,  by the share in state pro- 

duction of respective branches, and by the share of production in the coverage 

of neceraities   of   other regions of the country.    The extent and direction of 

the relations among individual regions of the country is determined ty the con- 

centration of production and the peculiarities of structure. 

The level of the development of productive forces in individual regions is 

first of all dependent  on the scope and pace of development of specialized indus- 

tries.    The economic complex of a region is formed around one or several industries, 

The complex of industries has to be examined therefore in trie relation to the 

leading industries. 

Recent experience in Czechoslovakia shows that in a number of regions it is 

not possible to realize an all-round development of industrial production.    Be- 

cause of economic reasons,  some industries, enterprises or plants get a "prefer- 

ence".    This means that a longer-term process of more distinctive specialization 

in accordance with the needs of the national economy begins to appear. 

For the future,  the problem rests in the determination of the main lines of 

regional specialization, the main links of development,  and in the subordination 

of all other intentions for the development of the economic structure of the 

regions in these decisive directions. 
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The development   level of production fields and future possibilities which 

are consistent with the uninterrupted development Mí the specialized production 

of regions aie taker,   into account v.'hen uainp; tho method of the main link. 

To increase  the  level and porsihilitiey of these fields is not only important 

for the mobilization  oi   th'î re30urces in each region but  also to accelerate the 

production process,   tj decrease production oootts and to  enable effective manage- 

ment  of production« 

The industrie« and enterpi í.COí: connected \/ith the production of goods for 

looal consumption .--vc an   .rportent consideration,  especially the production of 

construction maturine,  consumer and fcodstufl's industries and agricultural 

production.    Preporclonal v^ity of theee three groups of production is important 

to ensure the complex development of the economy of regions and the correct 

regional location oí' v-r-oduc-tion in general. 

There is a certain dependency between technical progresa and regional loca- 

tion of productive forcee rhich cannot be omitted while using the method of th« 

main link.    Technical progress changes the criteria for production location, 

liberates the production oí ítr local borders and enables a more regular location 

of industry and apiculture ir. the country.    The achievements of technical prog- 

ress can be applied b-nt vr.der the  conditions of the most rational production 

location, tuât i.2,  i;\a ¡r the- iTost purposeful utilization of natural and economic 

conditions of indi'."'dual rof;iors. 

The influent; of te:vnj.ral ^rogrt-ss and regional location of production oan 

be briefly o*.iaraTterireá ,.-* f o .»lows: 

(a) Improveuant of technology of product io., changes the demands on produc- 
tion locati or. a.iô t'.ie criteria for location; 

(b) Mechanization am autont.vioi. leads to a considerable growth of produc- 
tivity of ?abonr and growth of production and a decrease of production 
costs; 

(c) Deve?cpjinnt of techniques enlarges and enriches the raw material basis 
of the industry ; new sorts of raw materiale appear, and research 
methodb help to discover ne'./ natural resources; 

(d) Concentration of production increases the specialization of the regions 
and their share i* total production; 

(e) Increase of the efficiency of technological methods has a direct in- 
fluence on  che growth and proportionality of the economic development 
of the region; 
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(f )    Changs in the structure occur such ac combined enterprises which util- 
ise completely raw raaterialB and the waste materials; 

(g)    Eoonomies  in raw materials made possible by general technical progress 
of the industri' cause changes  in the needs 0/ regions; 

(h)   Changes in transport utilities either heighten the efficiency or change 
the mode of transportation as an important factor of rational trans- 
portation, 

A final group in the complex economic development of regions is formed fey 

•ho*« branches of national economy which create the conditions for the activity 

of the mentioned groupa of production (transport, water supply, energy, etc.). 
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V. IHESTHSNT ACTIVITY 

Preparation and creation of investment plan 

Investment activity¡  especially the construction of Inew productive capacities, 

has a decisive influence on the changes ir production location and on the pace and 

structure of the development of production in regions. The reconstruction of exist- 

ing capacities, their modernization; completion, etc., has a significant regional 

importance. The plan of investment construction has become the most important 

instrument in the regional aspect for the development of a national economy. 

It is purposeful to divide the preparation of investment construction into 

several time-limited stages according to thoir character. The initial stage has 

the character of planning preparation while the following stages assume gradually 

the character of project preparations, that is, technical-economic and technical 

projects and territorial-technical basic ¿ata. 

The construction of new industrial capacities (enterprises and plants) comee 

from the fulfilúafti- o£ development plans of the national economy. Long-term 

perspectives can solve the complicated questions related to production location, 

preparation of new sites for the construction of industrial bases, the construction 

of hydroelectric power stations, railway networks, and the preparation of the 

territory for the development of agriculture, 

£y their character, regional schemes come out of national economic plans and 

require precise demands on time, material and total investment. Therefore the result 

of such a complicated activity is the project of certain territory which is then 

decisive in the construction and reconstruction of productive capacities, as well 

as of the other related objects either induced or conditionally bound to such a 

construction. 

According to the character of the territory and the character of the problems 

to be solved by the projects, solutions can be brought about by regional schema 

for large territories or development plans for settlements, towns, agglomerations 

or villages. 

Territorial projects serve as a basis for the issuance of building permits 

for the realization of an investment in the territory. The issuance of a building 

permit concludes basically the site of location. The unit issuing the building 

permit (usually district, municipal or local administration) control's bifore its 

issuance the conditions to determine the sta es of the preparation of the investment, 
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Regional schemes are advantageous for the construction of large territorial 

areas which call for vest and complicated changes in the  surroundings, reconstruction 

of territories, and the construction and reconstruction of cities. 

Technical-economic motivation 

An important part of the  planning preparation of investment construction is 

the elaboration of technical-economic motivation of the investment to estimate and 

determine the main economic and technical indicators of the construction. 

Technical-economic motivation is usually a part of long-term perspective plans 

of investment construction and is the basis for working out project and budget 

documentation. 

The technical-economic motivation of industrial construction usually contains 

such information as calculations to determine the size of production capacity or 

the structure of a production programme, economic motivation of raw material, fuel 

and energy basis, calculations on the relation of the production of the enterprise 

to the regione of consumption, water-supply data, transport information, and man- 

power demand. 

The economic motivation of the site of construction in regional variants requires 

a separate analysis of investment for the construction of the production capacity 

and the inducement of investment. 

The construction of industrial capacities, especially with large demands on 

labour, call for considerable costs for the development of the municipality and 

influence significantly the total economy in the investment location.    Under 

these conditions the investor has to    over in substance the investment induced in 

the development of the municipality.    He must also examine the possibility of loca- 

tion in economically less developed regions with manpower resources. 

In its relation to economically lets developed regions, the planning centre 

muet carry out the following: 

(a) Make selection of economically less developed regions and evaluate their 
possibilities and determine a programme for the preparation of these 
territories for economic development; 

(b) Exercise "pressure" for the organization of production programmes in 
industrial agglomerations for the best possible conditions to stress 
production specialization in these regions; 
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(c)    Contribute to the organization of aid of industrial agglomérations for 
economically lees exploited  regions v;hero industrial development  is 
planned.     (Vraining of experte on  the spot for the realization of 
construction and  t^kinf.  over newly constructed production capacities); 

The compie-/ evaluation of ail conditions of regional   location of production 

capacities and their location in concrete  territoriec represents a vast economic 

activity directed not only to  the quantification of "branch conditions but to  the 

evaluation of individual regional,  territorial solutions, correct decision-making 

and utilization of the time factor.    Each final solution in regional territorial 

location of nei/ planta ir- an act in v/hich the analysis of a number of factors 

helps to create conditions for highly effective production and at the same time im- 

provement of the  social  and economic  life in the regions. 

Association of investment in regions 

Association of investments refers to investors connected by a common interest for 

the development of certain utilities.    There is a considerable significance in the 

relationship to the construction of the infrastructure in a territory.    It is to the 

benefit of the national economy to issue a binding rule which solves in detail the 

procedure of association of investments, including financing. 

Association of investments in one common investment bringe considerable savings 

to all participants, especially for costs connected with the operation. 

A well-chosen participation of regional units of administration to achieve 

savings results in their material interest to ensure the whole process of association 

led by the following principles: 

(a) Association of investments should be carried out in regions by economic 
organizations administered "by the branches, by the administrative units 
or enterprises of production co-operatives regardless of whether the 
investment is of a productive or non-productive character; 

(b) The association should be voluntary, modified by economic pressure in the 
cases where the effectiveness of an associated investment is doubtless 
(e.g,. in the form of refusal of investment credit or its limitation); 

(c) Strengthening of the position of regional organs of people's administration 
of all levels should result from the whole process of the association of 
investments, especially in their active role and initiative in proposals for 
association, in the approval of the main investor, in determination of the 
participation of partial investors not only at the construction but at 
the utilization of associated investment as well, in  solutions of difficul- 
ties in financing and realization of associated investments, and in the 
division of savings achieved; 
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(d) It is purposeful to determine the participation of the mute of people»e 
adminstration on savings reached up to the level of 50 per cent of total 
savingB which go to the reserve fund for the development of economy of 
these unite; 

(e) An active role by the State bank is important in decision-making for an 
associated investment. 
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;i.   COITTJIPORARY TSISEUCISS  I,: THE  IMPROVE] iEITT OF REGIONAL 

PLA:n-?iirf; m THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 

The explanation presented or tne metnods to achieve consistency between a national 

economic plan and production location is basically at. explanation of methods and or- 

ganization of regional planning based on the practices and experience of the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.    During the period of development of planning 

of national economy in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic extensive attention 

was given to the development of regions and to those planning methods which would 

achieve development. 

Economic development in the last fifteen years has resulted in more than a 

quadruple increase of industrial production.    At all stages of this development 

of the Czechoslovak economy considerable emphasis was laid on the role of indust- 

rial agglomerations in which a considerable part of the effort for the total 

growth of economy took place. 

The economic development brought about the construction and growth of 

production in economically less developed regions, gave birth to new industrial 

centres and wiped out economically less developed territories from the sap of the 

Republic, 

The expected growth of Czechoslovak economy in thefourth five-year^-pla: , up to 

I97O, and the work on the preparation of a long-term perspective (up to I98O) 

presently under way will increase the demands for the solution of regional 

proportionality. 

The Government has increased the role of national committees at all levels - 

regional, district, municipal and local - to ensure complex economic development 

of the territory administered by them. The fulfilment of this task consists in 

ensuring harmonious development of the economy of the territory administered by 

national committeee of whether the production units are managed centrally or by 

local units. (Law on National Committees No. 65/1966). The modifications of 

Th>   i':.tin:r;l Crrr.rr.it•'f s LV.J rover te z  l?.r£e  ^xtcnt izeke  in 

the activity of national committees as organs of people's administration, especially 

with regard to the necessity to increase their attention to living conditions 

in respective regions. 
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The intricate conditions in the location of..-productive forces in the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic have called for a deeper scientific examination and research, 

especially from the point of view of perspective planning.    These requirements have 

led to a new evaluation of the role of scientific organizations.    The Czechoslovak 

Academy of Sciences and the bonomie Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences 

is examining the theoretical problems of the location of prodvotion forces.    The 

extent of regional problems in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic has recently 

led to the founding: of a special research institute for regional planning.    The 

task of this research centre is to analyse and evaluate scientific methods for 

development of the Czechoslovak economy in regions and to examine possibilities 

of the regions for their role in the economy of the country. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

Methode of Achieving Consistency between National and Regional Location 

Plans presente an explanation of basic criteria, preconditions, methods and 

organization of regional planning an an inseparable part of national economic 

planning.  The growing e^i^ency for ú solution of production location and a 

harmonious development of the economy in regions consistent with their natural 

and economic conditions is pointed out. 

The solution of the problem requires counterbalance between application of 

the branch principle in planning and management of the economy and the ever- 

growing level of the methods of regional planning.  The preparation of drafts 

and their realization requires organizational conditions for the fulfilment of 

these tasks.  The problems of management in this field should be connected with 

economic regionalization of the country.  The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 

uses for this purpose the administrative division of the State. 

All activity related to the regional aspect of national economic plan must 

be based on a thorough knowledge of facts about regions and a detailed recog- 

nition of demands of branches and industries on the "absorption" of existing 

possibilities in regions. 

The methods of this work are based on the system of indicators, on economic 

instruments, limiting the development in regions, and on the application of 

correct measures to regulate economic development in regions. 

Por the proper functioning of the whole system of regional planning, it is 

necessary to ensure that branch managing organs deal with the regional aspect of 

the development of their production.  It is necessary to authorize the approp- 

riate units in individual regione to organize the work .0 ensure all-round 

oo-ordination, especially when perspective intentions of participants in the 

development of economy in regions is concerned. 

Technical-economic motivation of the location of productive investment, all- 

round preparation and implementation of investment programmes, and the evaluation 

of variants of location of new produotion in regions represent further opportunities 

to exploit the investment activity as an important factor of produotion location. 
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ANIÍEX 

Aijiex 

Indicators used in the Czechoslovak-  Sn^,ust ¡tepublin 

Indicatore used in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic for the elaboration 

of the draft of complex economic development of regions, selected districts and 

agglomerations for 1966-1970 are listed belo**. 

1. 

2. 

Indicator 

Indicators of industrie,! production 

Volume of industrial production 
(Gross production in comparable prices) 

Selected indicators  in material units 

Indicators of agricultural production 

(per selected districts and per region as a whole) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(4) 

Areas of cultivation 

agricultural land 
arable land 
bearing hop-fields 
orchards 
vineyards 

Crop areas 

grains;    total 
technical plants : total 

sugar beet 
potatoes 
fodder plants on arable land 

permanent pastures 

Number of domestic animus 

cattle: total 
cows 

Market production for state funds i    total 

Vegetable produceî 

grains total - mercantile 
technical sugar beet 
potatoes - mercantile 

Animal produce: 

meat: 
milk 
eggs 

total 

Unit 

rail. ICHs 

ha 
ha 
ha 
ha 
ha 

ha 
ha 
ha 
ha 
ha 
ha 

pos 
pes 

t 
t 
t 

1000 litres 
100 pes 
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Indicator 

4. 

6. 

(e) Labour 
Mi 

need of steady workers total 
number of steady workers 

women 

3«  Indicators of forestry 

Forest area 
Real timber production 

Transport development 

Transportation of goods per main substrata and type 
of transport 

Road transport of persons (only CSAD - state bus oompeiw) 
total of persons transported * 

Retail turnover»    total 

Siterprisee of public nutrition 

Number of beds 

iduoation and culture 

Number of new students at day high sohools and specialised 
high schools, total 

Total number of students 
at high sohools 
at specialized high sohools 

Total number of apprentices 

in agricultural and forest sohools 
in speoialized sohools 
in apprentice sohools 

kindergartens - number of children 

school clubs 

number of boarders 

children's homes 

Health and BOCfol aara 

Number of beds in sanitary establishments, total 

Homes of retired 

persons 
persons 
persons 

ha 

1000 persons 

«il. K8s 

nil. Kfts 

bed 

apprentice 

ohild 

pupils 

persons 

persons 

bed 

plaoes 



8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Indicator 

Looal  enterprises and co-opera ti•« 

Incomes from the population 

Investment construct ion** 

Total volume of investment construction 

in building works 

Total housing construction 

state 
in family houses 

It^Ha °í4
buildin^ works owried out by construction 

organizations with the site of the enterprise within 
the region (irrespective of the site of construction) 

enterprises of looal building trade 
others 

Mux*/ 

o&stÄsr " "regionai bai"°M 
Averages 
Pinal number of 31 December (physical) 

Wage fund in the same classification 
Youth! 

Total 

for specialized schools 
for apprenticeship 

Need of water 
Consumption of water 
üapurified refuse waters 

»uœber of inhabitants in flats with public sewerage system 
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Unit 

mil/lCSs 

mil. îC8s 

mil. Kos 

-partinent 

mil. Kos 

persons 
persons 

toil. Xos 

pupils 

m/s 

1000 inh. 
1000 inh. 

à/   Presented by all branch and industrial organizations within the region. 
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Indicator 

12. Qasifioation 

Number of inhabitants in flats connected with publio 
gas system 

13. Nominal Lists: 

List of newly-started investment actions 

List of capacities newly put into operation 

List of project works 

List of plants and works destined for liquidation 

List of placee of deposits of useful minerals and 
their exploitation 

Un¿t 

1000 inh. 






